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Finiteness of the Number of Discrete
Eigenvalues of the Schrodinger Operator
for a Three Particle System IF
By

UCHIYAMA**

§4. Introduction
The presert paper Is the continuation of [2] with the same title.
In the previous papers [1 [2], we ha\e studied the Schrodinger
operator of the form

(4.1)

u_
A A
H=-^-.

^i

^2 ,

/'i

/2

Z3
1 ri — r2 |

where Zi>Z2 and Z3 are positive constants. There we have shown the
results:
i) If Z2>*Z3, H has an infinite number of discrete eigenvalues
in (-00, -ZJ/4).
ii) If Zi, Z2<:Z3, H has at most a finite number of discrete eigenvalues In ( — oo? — Zi/4).
In this article we shall study the case Zi>Z3:>Z2. In this case,
the conditions in [1] or [2] are not satisfied, but we have the same
results as (il) by modifying slightly the proof of Theorem 1 in [2].
The theorems proved in this paper assert that the number of
discrete eigenvalues of the operator H of the form
(4. 2~]

H= —AL-A2 + qi (rO -r- qz (r 2 ) + P(r ± , rz)
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depends essentially on the behavior of # 2 (r 2 ) in the region r?^>R, and
P(r 1 ? r 2 ) in li-i-r, >#, if
(4.3)

/£i</£2,

where

(4.4)

A .=

inf

(

')"

(1 = 1,2),

On the other hand the condition (4. 3) depends on the behavior of
#I(FI) and # 2 (r 2 ) not only at infinity, but also in the whole space J?3.
Then the structure of the spectrum of the operator of the form (4. 2)
is complicated.
Since the proofs of the theorems are essentially the same as the
one applied in [1] and [2] , we shall only sketch the outline. For
the convenience, we shall use the same notation as the one introduced
in [2],
§50

Some Theorems and Proofs

Let H of the form (4.2) satisfy the conditions:
(5.1)

tf,-(ri)e

!?„(!?)

(t = l,2)

and P(n, r2) eQa(J?6)

(for some oC>0) are real-valued functions,
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

£.-(r/) (i = l, 2) converge uniformly to zero as rt- *°°,
P(r 1 ,r 2 )^0 in Re,
P(ri,r 2 ) converges uniformly to zero as ri->^o

whenever r2 is fixed, and as r2-^°o whenever FI is fixed (see (2.2) —
(2. 5) in [2]). Then it is known that
i) if the domain D(H} of H is ^^(J?6), H is a lower semi-bounded
self adjoint operator in Z,2(J?6),
ii) if A<^2, where /j ; (f = l, 2) are defined by (4.3) and (4.4),
6e(H}= [/j1? oo ) (see Theorem 1 in [2]).
Moreover we remark the fact that if we assume conditions (5. 1)
and (5.2), and if !>(#,) =£)1L2(R3\ then #•(>• = 1,2) are a lower semi-
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bounded selfadjoint operator in L 2 (i? 3 ), <r.(J3i) = [0, °°) and A-<0. Now
we have
Theorem 3, // we assume for the operator H of the form
(4.2) the conditions (4.3), (5. l)-(5. 4) and
for
(5.5)

k<~-<kf
*

for &'<—

>0

and
and

for some constants k, ft/(KA</?/< + oo), /3(0<|3<1), s>0, R>Q and
CX), ^Aew If has at most a finite number of discrete eigenvalues in

Proof. Let g"(0 be a function having the following properties:
£(OeC-(0, oo), ^-(0^1 for ^>^, ^(0=0 for 0<2f<^ and 0<^(0
<1 for 0<^< + oo. By the conditions (4.3) and (5.2), we can
choose R>\ large enough to satisfy the following inequalities:
(5.6)

<7l(ri)>^i=^-

for

^ for

^(0^"(0+CJ?£^0 for k<t<k',

(5.7)
(5.8)

JfiZ^L-_J_|^ W ^"(Ofi>0

for

Then we define domains {£,•}, ^i,...,4 in the same way as in [2], namely
and r2<R} , S^=r^R and

and r^-fand for ^

(5.9)

i

and

fl^^-

1=1
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Then we have in the same way as in [2] (see Lemma 1, Lemma 3
and Lemma 4 in [2])
Lemma 7.
(i)
For any

(ii)

For any

(iii) There exists some finite dimensional subspace 9J£ in
such that for any -^eDCff)fWc 1 , Z^J^iW^.
In fact we have orly to take into account for (i) that we have
for any ^^(j?3)

(fl^, ^3>^y||3, and for (ii) ^1^->A

because of
Now we shall show by modifying the proof of Lemma 1 in [2].
Lemma 80 For any ^^D(_H}, Z,2[^]^"i||it/HI2.2.
Proof. Makirg use of the relation (H2<p, q>}R*^>P-2\\(p\\\* for any
[i?3), we have in the same way as the proof of Lemma 1 in [2].

for any i/reD(J7). Let ~^- = t, and we have by (5. 6)-(5. 8)
5. 11)

fcr ^*

and r^^.

In fact g(f)=l
2

and £"0)=0 for f^k', and (1-

- for k<Kk' i. e. r

2

> - - > - , P(r1;

, and # 1 (r 1 )^ : -' 1 ^' 2 - for r,>R>-. Therefore for any
«J

/w

D(/A we have I 2 U/r-]>/^|K/rilr 2 by (5.10) and (5. ID.
Making use of Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 in the same way as applied in the proof of Theorem 1 in [2] , we have the assertion of
Theorem 3.
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Remark 6. The operator of the form (4. 1) has at most a finite
number of discrete eigenvalues in ( — oo,^), if Zi>Z3l>Z2. In fact
Z2

2

2
— Z*

and the

condition (5.5) is satisfied (see,

Remark 1 in [2]).
If #2(r 2 ) tends to zero more rapidly than the conditions given in
Remark 1 in [2] which satisfies (5.5), we have only to assume (5.3)
in place of (5.3) and (5.5) as for P(ri,r 2 ). Namely we have

Theorem 4. // we assume (4.3), (5.1)- (5. 4) and the condition
(5-12)

£ 2 ( r2 )>- * J_
4

/2

for r2>R,

the Schrddinger operator H of the form (4. 2) has at most a finite
number of discrete eigenvalues in ( — °o,/OProof.
(5.13)

Let
T=-J 1 -J 2 + ^ 1 (r 1 )+^(r 2 ).

If D(T)=D(IT)=3)l*(It°),
T is a selfadjoint operator in Z,2CR°)
and tf«(T) =<se{H} = [&i, °o). By (5. 12) H2 has at most a finite number
of discrete eigenvalues in ( — °o,0). Let the discrete eigenvalues of
H2 be tP=vz<$><~'<ti?<Q (*» is finite), if they exist, and let
those of Hi be ^ = ^<^<-"<^<.0 (n may be infinite). Then by
the method of the separation of variables, we have, by the method
applied to the proof of Lemma 6 in [2] ,
Lemma 9. // X is an eigenvalue of T smaller than t^, then
Taking into consideration that W1) + ^/ sn }*=i, ....„./=!....,« concentrates
at most fa/2)}/=i, ...,«, T has at most a finite number of discrete eigenvalues in ( — °°, /"O by Lemma 9 and the condition (4.3). Let 5ft be
the finite dimensional subspace in L2(J?6) spanned by the eigenf unctions belonging to the eigenvalues of T in ( — °o, /O- Then by (5.3)
and rf.(T)= [X, °o) we have for any

(5. 14)
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which asserts that Theorem 2 holds.
In case /"i<>2, in order to obtain the result that H has at most
a finite number of discrete eigenvalues in ( —°°,^i), we must impose
some conditions on the behavior of #1(1*1) for r^R, and P(ri,r 2 ) for
ri — rz\^>R in addition to (5.5) or (5.12) (see, for example, Theorem
1 or Theorem 2 in [2]). Otherwise there exists the case that H has
an infinite number of discrete eigenvalues in ( —°o,#i). Namely we
have
Theorem 5. // we assume (5. l)-(5. 4) and
(5.15)
(5.16)

# 2 (r 2 )<—^ for
<—r—

TIT- for

In —7*21

(5.17)

0<P(r 1? r 2 )

r^^**,
< .

d

_ IB

for

|n—r 2 [</? 2 ,
#>^ I ri - ^ I <.

for ^i<|n-r 2 |,

constants /3(0</3<2), r(0<r<3/2), jS'CmaxCft r )<j9 / <3),
sufficiently large J?0>0, ^ >0? and
>0
(5.18)

c-d\

for 0<j9<2,
i
4

for fl = 2,

infinite number of discrete eigenvalues in ( — oo,

Proof.

We can prove the above theorem in a manner similar to

[1].
By (5.16) and (5.18) ((5.18) is necessary for 0 = 2), 5"2 has an
infinite number of discrete eigenvalues in ( — ^ Q). Then taking account
of (5.15) and 6e{H^) =6e(H2} = [0, °o), /"i is a discrete eigenvalue of
//I. Let a normalized eigenfunction belonging to p^. be 07 0 (ri)eD(#i) =
Moreover we can choose the function having the following
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property (see Lemma 5 in [1J); for £>0 satisfying the relation c —
d— ^

4 —e

>Q in case c —</>-=-,
4

Let ga(r2) =-a?l2gi(ar^)

and ^(jc) =^o(ri)^a(r 2 ),

where ni is a

positive parameter, we have || ^11*6 = 1 and ^(x) ^D(H) =3)i*{R*).
Then taking account of the relation
(5 .20)

Hm
a^oj/?6

I^F! — r2

-dx= ~
- d r
J^3 r^

f o r a n y 3CO<5<3),

3

(see Lemma 4 in [1]), there exists some constant a'o(0<<#o<l) such
that for any o;(0<Ia<a'o) we have

(for 0<|3<2)
C5. 21)
4 \

4—e

(for ^ = 2),
where M and Af; are constants independent of a. (see (4. 9) or (4. 90
in

[1J). Then by (5.18) and (5.21) there exists some constant

a0(0<Ca:o<^o) such that for any a(0<[a:<Ca:o) we have
(5.22)

C^a,'^a) j R G<^i.

Now we assume that H has at most a finite number of discrete
eigenvalues in ( — °°,/O.
2

Let their number be p, and the subspace

6

in i (J? ) spanned by their eigenf unctions be 90?. Then we can choose
{o:Jz-_i,...,^i such that

Q<<xp^-L<aip<" • <a-i<o^
3

and the

g^To) and that of ga^r2) are disjoint in J? for i=£j.

support of

Since the di-

mension of the subspace spanned by {^oCri)^,^)},-^!,-,^! is p + Iy we
can choose constants {ct}i=lt...tPn such that S^^a.OO ^9JJ fl^(^) and
1=1
^-t-i
^+1
2
SkJ ^!. Let/(^) ^S^^cxX^)- Then by (5.22) and the condition
£=1

1=1
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that the supports of g«, and gKj are disjoint for each i=/-j, we have
11/11*6 = 1 and
(5. 23)

(#/,/)*. = S i c, 1 2 (/fya,, •«K,)*«<^S I c, |2 = ^.
i=l

i=l

On the other hand by /eaj^n^CEQ and 11/11*6 = 1, we have
(#/,
/)^6>/^i, which contradicts (5.23). Thus the assertion of Theorem 5
is proved.
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